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Genetic Engineering, Euthanasia Suicide, 
Capital Punishment, Animal Rights, and  Wealth
    There are some other difficulties with surrogate motherhood and other forms of sperm or egg donation that we didn’t discuss last time.   
·	    Donated eggs or sperm from a single donor are generally used in the same area, so it’s very possible for a man born from that to meet and marry a half sister.
·	If you cut the person off from one genetic parent, you might cut him off from important health information (he won’t know his family history).
·	Doctors may be liable for genetically related diseases that may come from the donor parent.
    These problems don’t necessarily make it categorically sinful.  But they are serious enough that I doubt I would ever consider involvement with any kind of donation situation.
Genetic Engineering
    I think we should oppose genetic engineering for many of the same reasons we covered regarding human experimentation.  
    If we can eliminate or reduce the possibility of a disease without posing any increased risk in the research, I don’t see a problem with that.  But I doubt it’s possible.  
    I also think we should oppose genetic engineering for the purpose of producing genetically superior people (faster runners, more intelligent, etc.).
    In other words, I would support therapy but not enhancement.  
    A therapy is a treatment for a disorder or deficiency, which aims to bring an unhealthy person to health. 
    An enhancement is an improvement or extension of some characteristic, capacity, or activity. 
    If you can do something to prevent a disease, that may be a good thing, assuming that’s all that is happening.
    However, there are even dangers with that.  If you can tell that a person is likely to develop cystic fibrosis, will that person become uninsurable?  
    It seems like if we know in advance that a person will have a terrible disease, the likelihood of that person being marginalized or mistreated and rejected, or even killed, are much higher.
    As for enhancement, the only defense there can be for taking something of God’s and changing it is a stewardship argument.  If He has made you a steward of something, and being a good steward calls for some kind of change, it’s acceptable to make that change.
    If God has made me a steward of a house in Erie, and being a good steward of that house means scraping off some old paint and putting on a new coat, then that’s permissible.  
    But if God creates someone, and I think I have a better idea for a person than the idea God had – so I genetically alter that person, I think that is presumptuous.  
    Scripture is clear that it is a good thing to try to restore someone who has a disease.  But that’s not the same as changing God-given characteristics.  
    If God made me with a certain capacity for intelligence, or a certain limit on how fast I can run, it’s not my parents’ role to try to alter that genetically.  We should assume God knew what He was doing.
    When parents try to create designer children, at the very least it disfigures the proper relationship between parent and child, and seems to intrude upon ground that seems better left in God’s hands. There is a wonderful paper in that President’s Council on Bioethics entitled What's Wrong with Enhancement, by Michael J. Sandel, in which he says: “The moral problem with enhancement lies less in the perfection it seeks than in the human disposition it expresses and promotes. It might best be described as the hubris objection. …the hubris objection can explain our moral hesitation to embrace certain genetic alterations of animals. Chickens like to roam, but most egg-laying hens are confined, frustrated, in small battery cages. Suppose we could alter the gene that makes chickens want to run free. The chickens, now content to be confined, would suffer less frustration, and egg production would improve. Or suppose we found a way to dumb down cows to eliminate the fear they experience on their way to the slaughter chute. Or to engineer pigs without hooves, snouts, and tails. Is there anything troubling about altering animals in these ways? Let's assume that by reducing their capacities for our convenience we do not increase the animals' suffering, and may even relieve it. If these animal enhancements give us pause, it cannot be for reasons connected to the erosion of human agency. To the contrary, the genetic improvement of animals represents the ultimate human dominion. If such alterations are troubling, the reason must draw on the idea that life (even animal life) is a gift not subject without limit to our mastery or dominion.”
    
Euthanasia 
    When is it right to “pull the plug”?  And what about Physician Assisted Suicide? 
    Regarding suicide, it’s always wrong.  It’s the same as murder, because it’s the taking of a life that doesn’t belong to you.  That doesn’t change if you are very old or very sick.
    And so if it’s wrong to commit suicide, it’s wrong to help someone commit suicide.
    Joni Erickson Tada broke her neck as a teenager and was paralyzed from the neck down.  She was extremely depressed, went through terrible suffering, and desperately waned to die.
    Many people would say that a life like that is now worthless, and the humane thing to do is just put her out of her misery.
    But she couldn’t commit suicide, because she couldn’t move.  And now she has a very powerful, world-wide ministry, and loves life.
    Discouragement is not a valid reason to end your life.  Most of us would agree that when a 14 year old breaks up with her boyfriend and wants to commit suicide, we should prevent her from doing so.
    So why is that different from an older adult who has been injured?  
    What should we do about people who are in a PVS (persistent vegetative state), or children who are born with only a brain stem?
    It’s tempting to question whether or not someone like that is actually a person with a soul.  
    Based on our discussion the last two times, I think they are.  And so they should be treated with dignity, compassion and respect, and should not be killed.
    Some argue that out of respect for a person like that we should allow him to “die with dignity.”  I think that is an unbiblical concept.
    Scripture consistently presents death as the ultimate indignity to man.  
    The natural man wants to portray death as a friend – bringing an end to suffering.  But the Bible says death is an enemy, and the end of suffering is not the highest goal.
    On the other hand, there is a difference between killing someone and allowing the natural process of death to take place.
    I don’t think we need to use technology to keep the blood pumping and respiration going right up to the last possible second.  
    If a person is clearly dying, and medical intervention is clearly futile (no chance of recovery), it’s generally better to just allow that natural process to occur.
    If putting someone on a ventilator will enable him to recover so he can get off the ventilator, it’s good to use it.  But If his body is shutting down and he is dying, I see nothing wrong with taking him off the ventilator and allowing that process to unfold.
    And not as many people agree with me on this, but I feel the same way about a feeding tube.  I don’t think you are guilty of starving a person when you decide not to put in a feeding tube (or remove a feeding tube).   
    You aren’t starving the person any more than you as suffocating the person by not hooking him up to a ventilator.  
    It seems to me that God didn’t design us to eat while we are dying.  
  
I do believe it is good to provide pain management to a dying person – even, in some cases, if that hastens death.
    Pr.31:6  Give beer to those who are perishing, wine to those who are in anguish; 
    There are some cases in which doctors are reluctant to give adequate pain medication to someone who is dying, because in doing so they would risk crossing the line of the maximum pain medication that is allowed by law, and be held responsible for the person’s death.
    I think that’s unfortunate.  If someone is dying, we should do what we can to make him comfortable.  
    It’s true that the medication slows the heart rate and can hasten death, but if the intention is not to kill but to relieve the pain, I don’t think it’s morally objectionable (the principle of double effect). 
Suicide
    Suicide is murder – it’s the taking of a life that doesn’t belong to you.  It belongs to God.
    It’s not only murder, but it’s incredibly selfish, because of the pain it causes loved ones.
    Additionally, it is a total abdication of your responsibility before God to carry out your calling.  
Capital Punishment 
    It has always amazed me that the people who are so adamantly pro-abortion tend to be just as adamant in their opposition of capital punishment.
    Inconvenience to a woman is a valid enough reason to take the life of an innocent baby, but not even rape or murder is of valid enough reason to take the life of a guilty criminal.
    Most of the arguments against capital punishment ignore the authority of the government.  
    They say, “If killing is bad, then you can’t make it right by killing again.”
    But by that logic it would be wrong to punish any crime in any way.  For example, how could we put a kidnapper in jail?  If it’s wrong for him to kidnap someone and incarcerate that person against his will, why isn’t it wrong for us to do that to the kidnapper?
    (That same line of argement applies to those who oppose spanking one the grounds that it promotes violence.  Those people say you should use a time out instead – but by their logic wouldn’t a time out teach your children that it is OK to force people to sit somewhere against their will?  Won’t grounding a kid train him to grow up to be a kidnapper?)
    Obviously there’s a difference between doing things like that unjustly and an authority doing things like that to carry out justice.
    Another argument is that capital punishment is not an effective deterrent, because in the heat of the moment murderers don’t think about consequences.
    First of all, we have no way of knowing, in our country, if swift and certain capital punishment would work as a deterrent, because in our system swift and certain capital punishment never happens.
    If a murderer knew there was a 90 percent chance that he would be hung if he committed murder, that may very well have an effect.  But in our system it’s more like a 5 percent chance at the most.
    In countries where punishment of crime is more certain and swift and severe, they have very, very little crime.
    Secondly, it is a deterrent.  It deters that criminal from ever committing murder again.  I checked the statistics and found that not one single person who has been put to death has ever murdered again.
    And beyond the question of deterrence is the more important issue of justice.  The reason pro-life people tend to support the death penalty for murderers is because of our high view of life.
    If life has little value, and we are just in an evolutionary, survival of the fittest struggle, then there is no reason to punish a murderer.
    But if Genesis 9:6 is right, and man is in the image of God, then to murderer Amanda is to strike a blow at the very image of God.  
    As soon as you mentioned the Old Testament, some people will object: “If we follow Mosaic law, we have to give the death penalty for all kinds of minor offenses – like a violation of the Sabbath.”
    I would not support the United States adopting the entire Mosaic civil Code.  Those were civil laws designed specifically for ancient Israel.
    Gn.9:6, however, comes away before the Mosaic Law or the existence of Israel.  
    And it’s not an issue of civil law.  It’s an issue of the image of God.
    "Whoever sheds the blood of man, by man shall his blood be shed; for in the image of God has God made man. 
    And that’s why you find capital punishment supported in the New Testament as well.  Romans 13 says that God has given the sword to secular government.
    Ro.13:4
For he is God's servant to do you good. But if you do wrong, be afraid, for he does not bear the sword for nothing. He is God's servant, an agent of wrath to bring punishment on the wrongdoer. 
    The sword is an instrument of capital punishment.
War
See tape 179.

Animal rights
    Do animals have rights?  No.
    A better question is How does God want man to rule over animals? 
    Dt.25:4 Do not muzzle an ox while it is treading out the grain. 
    Pr.12:10  A righteous man cares for the needs of his animal, but the kindest acts of the wicked are cruel. 
    That Proverb is more instructive than you realize at first.  The point is that a righteous man is so kind that he even shows kindness in the smallest ways – such as being kind to animals.
    On the one hand that tells us that it’s a righteous thing to be kind to animals.  
    But on the other hand it also implies that that is the smallest kind of kindness (ranking well below kindness to people).
    Throughout Scripture the needs of people are placed well ahead of the needs of animals.
    It is wrong to be needlessly cruel to animals.  But animal testing that may save human lives is a good thing (it was God who established the precedent of animals sacrificing their lives for humans).
    Also, much of the thinking of the animal rights activists is shallow, and actually promotes more cruelty than it prevents.  
    For example, it is more humane to allow hunting than to allow mass starvation.  And animals in captivity generally have a much more pleasant life than those in the wild.
The ethics of wealth
    How much is too much extravagance?  What is our responsibility to the poor?
    In James 5, rich people are condemned for living their lives in luxury and self-indulgence. 
    But on the other hand, throughout Scripture wealth is often portrayed as a blessing from God to be enjoyed. 
    God blessed Job by making him wealthy, tested him by taking it all away, and blessed him at the end by making him twice as wealthy.
    The answer is in 1 Tim 6:17-19
Command those who are rich in this present world not to be arrogant nor to put their hope in wealth, which is so uncertain, but to put their hope in God, who richly provides us with everything for our enjoyment. 18 Command them to do good, to be rich in good deeds, and to be generous and willing to share. 19 In this way they will lay up treasure for themselves as a firm foundation for the coming age, so that they may take hold of the life that is truly life. 
    God gives wealth for your enjoyment.  But you have crossed the line into living in self-indulgence when you put your hope in your wealth, or fail to be generous or to care for the poor.  
    That was what the people in James 5 were condemned for.
    James 5:1-6
Now listen, you rich people, weep and wail because of the misery that is coming upon you. 2 Your wealth has rotted, and moths have eaten your clothes. 3 Your gold and silver are corroded. Their corrosion will testify against you and eat your flesh like fire. You have hoarded wealth in the last days. 4 Look! The wages you failed to pay the workmen who mowed your fields are crying out against you. The cries of the harvesters have reached the ears of the Lord Almighty. 5 You have lived on earth in luxury and self-indulgence. You have fattened yourselves in the day of slaughter.   6 You have condemned and murdered innocent men, who were not opposing you. 
    
***********************
    For further study of ethics, the best book I found is “An Introduction To Biblical Ethics” (Robertson McQuilkin).  Also helpful is “Ethics For a Brave New World” (John and Paul Feinberg)
    Also, The Center For Applied Christian Ethics website is very helpful to explore a single topic in depth.
    http://www.wheaton.edu/CACE/links/linksmain.htmReview Questions
1.	    Defend your position on Genetic Engineering
2.	Is euthanasia ever permissible?  Why?
3.	Is suicide ever permissible?  Why? 
4.	Defend your view on Capital Punishment.
5.	What is the godly attitude toward animals?
6.	What is the biblical position on wealth?
    


